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Objectives

• To explore what complexity theory is, why it matters and how it fits
with other ways of seeing the world
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• To see what it implies for strategy development
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Agenda

• 9.00 coffee

• 9.30 Complexity thinking

• 11.15 coffee

• 11.45 Group feedback/discussion

• 12. 15 Complexity and strategy

• 1.00 lunch

• 2.00 Input from others – strategic methods used in the sector

• 2.30 Group sessions (including tea) how does complexity affect what we do re
strategy?

• 4.00 Plenary/wrap up

• 5.00 finish
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Think back to when you were sixteen…….
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At sixteen, where did you expect that life would take you?

What did you think you would do with your life?
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Has your life gone to plan?
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What gets in the way of plans working?
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What gets in the way of plans working?

Good luck

Unintended consequences

Limited
information

Unexpectedly better options!
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Badluck

Catastrophes
Things change

Interconnections and unexpected influences

All these things are part of normal life!
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‘Reality?’ – a phenomenological world view

• ‘Things’ go to plan for a while and then something unexpected happens

• The world sometimes seems to change rapidly and radically and new eras
emerge

• Small, seemingly insignificant events can have large, unexpected (and
unintended) effects

• Sometimes we try to change things and things seem to stay the same
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• We change – and the world changes

• ‘Things’ are interconnected and inter-dependent

• Situations, people, events are unique – the ‘minute particulars’ matter

• ‘We never step into the same river twice’ Heraclitus

• The best laid plans often have unintended consequences
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Unintended consequences

• ‘last week millions of jellyfish in a swarm 26 sq km in area and 10 m deep

drifted into a salmon farm in the Irish Sea and killed all 100,000 fish’ New

Scientist 1 December 2007

• Warmer water is allowing them to move north

• Carbon dioxide has made the sea more acidic

• which harms creatures which compete with jellyfish
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• Plus over-fishing is removing vertebrates that

• eat jellyfish

• Plus jellyfish eat baby fish so fish stocks are inhibited from recovering

• So we need more fish farms (as natural fish stocks not recovering) – but
jellyfish (who are increasing) can wipe out fish farms….

• AND to feed the fish in the farms we need to harvest small plankton-eating
fish to make fish meal to feed them…

• BUT these small fish are those which compete directly with jellyfish so if they
too are being over-fished…….
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Organisational methods –another ‘reality’?

• Think of some traditional methods
used to manage organisations,
economies, the world------
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• On what assumptions are these

methods predicated?
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Mainstream organisational assumptions – a mechanical world
view

Mainstream organisational methods (eg
planning, organisation change, allocation of
funds, performance management, ‘evaluation’,
market research) are predicated on the following
assumptions:

that seeking to standardise and globalise leads to efficiency, fairness
and the best results
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and the best results

that maintaining diversity and uniqueness and ‘local variation’

is at best unimportant and at worst dangerous as it impinges on standards

the future is predictable and follows from the past

people behave rationally and like parts of a machine

measurement leads to control and clarifies what to do next

projects, functions, groups can largely be treated independently of each

other (and indeed this is the best option) and can be made to follow a controllable process
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If we adopt traditional organisation assumptions……

Machines:-
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Are predictable, but don’t learn and change
Have parts that work independently
Are not affected by the environment

If we believe the world is like a machine, then we can believe that:-

Plans work
People can be treated like objects
Things that are important can be measured
Projects/departments can be dealt with independently
Change can happen top down
One method will work everywhere
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Why do we think things should be
predictable/rational/controllable/separable

ie why do we adopt a machine worldview?
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Why do we think things should be
predictable/rational/controllable/separable ie why do we adopt a machine
worldview?

• Historically, in the West, we have been conditioned to believe that
predictability and hence control, measurement and structure are
‘scientific’ and hence professional ways of working
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• Many are predisposed psychologically to prefer certainty and a sense
of control
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Traditional physical science

• Traditional science had two foci

– Newtonian, mechanical science,
applicable to closed, linear,
mechanical systems
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mechanical systems

– Equilibrium thermodynamics,
entropy, which tells us that in
the end everything dies and
turns to dust
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You can think of the world as a
machine

THE MECHANICAL
UNIVERSE

Traditional mechanical science as a worldview
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Heath Robinson – The Latest Toffee Testing Machine
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Life goes to plan and can be
controlled and measured

Traditional mechanical science
as a worldview
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You can carve most things into bite-
size chunks and deal with them

separately

Reason is separate from feeling and we can use
reason to solve everything

Descartes
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So, mechanical science paints a picture of a

rational, predictable, unchanging universe
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In contrast, thermodynamics, as a worldview,

speaks of inevitable decay and death
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Newton’s science

Newton’s focus was on understanding how

the planets moved around the sun

He had to assume there was an absolute
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He had to assume there was an absolute

framework of space and time

He had to ignore ‘second order’ effects

He had no explanation for the shape and

particularity of the universe or solar system

His physics applies to simple, mechanical closed systems, containing few ingredients



How and why did Newton’s physics become THE
worldview?

Voltaire and the French Enlightenment

All the effects

of nature are only the mathematical consequences

Of a small number of immutable laws

Descartes -dualism

Aristotle

Ascendance of reason

Plato- ideal forms
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Voltaire and the French Enlightenment

(Elements of the philosophy of Newton

1736)
English enlightenment vs French

enlightenment

one finds the essence of freedom in
spontaneity and the absence of coercion,
the other believes it to be realized only in
the pursuit and attainment of an absolute

collective purpose ;

one stands for organic, slow, half-
conscious growth, the other for doctrinaire

deliberateness;

one for trial and error procedure, the other
for an enforced solely valid pattern

(Talmon 1952)

‘it has been the rationalist, plausible

, and apparently logical argument of the French tradition,

with its flattering

assumptions abut the unlimited powers

of human reason, which has progressively gained influence’

Hayek, 1958

What is rational is actual

And what is actual is rational

Hegel

Of a small number of immutable laws

Laplace
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The psychological reason we like to view the world as
mechanical

Myers Briggs exercise

st/sf/nt/nf
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What makes a strategy successful?

-six points



Many people prefer certainty eg Myers Briggs sub-types

ST – 60% of people are
like this

Structured

Logical

Linear

Unambiguous

SF

Clarifies ‘important’
detail

Personal

Impact on people

Issues driven
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Unambiguous Issues driven

NT

Visionary

Allows freedom

Conceptual and creative

NF

Values ‘important’
things

Motivational

Broad not detailed
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So what?

So, have we always thought the world behaved like a machine?
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Are there other worldviews?

How do we know if they are relevant?



How do these ideas relate to ancient cosmologies?

These rivers flow….They arise from the sea and flow into the sea. …
these rivers, while they are in the sea,

do not know ‘I am this river’ or ‘I am that river’. Upanishads

‘there is no self-defining discrete reality to cause or effect. Forms or feelings

are devoid of inherent existence; it is only on the basis

Upon those that step into the same rivers different and different waters flow…
They scatter and …gather…come together…and flow away…approach and depart
Heraclitus
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are devoid of inherent existence; it is only on the basis
of aggregation of subtle elements that forms exist; form can only be

understood in relational terms to their constitutive elements.’ Dalai Lama 2008

Nature which governs the whole, will soon change all things that you see,
and out of their substance will make other things,
and again other things from the substance of them, in order that the
world be ever new. Marcus Aurelius

Flow and change Immanent patterning
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The antecedents to complexity science

Why, if physics,

in the form of the second law of
thermodynamics,

proposes that matter and form degrades
into structureless dust,

does life ‘mount the incline that matter
descends’ (Bergson 1907)

Darwin 1859
variation followed

by selection
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Prigogine gave an explanation to this (1947) in terms of entropy

and open systems

holism

Gestalt
emergentism

indeterminism

archetypes
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What does determinism profess? It professes that those parts of the universe already laid

down absolutely appoint and decree what the other parts shall be. The future has no ambiguous

possibilities hidden in its womb: the part we call the present is compatible with only one totality.

Any other future complement than the one fixed from eternity is impossible. The whole is in each

and every part, and welds it with the rest into an absolute unity,

an iron block, in which there can be no equivocation or shadow of turning.

Indeterminism, on the contrary, says that the parts have a certain amount of loose play on one

another, so that the laying down of one of them does not necessarily determine what the

others shall be. It admits that possibilities may be in excess of actualities, and that things not

Indeterminism
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others shall be. It admits that possibilities may be in excess of actualities, and that things not

yet revealed to our knowledge may really in themselves be ambiguous. Of two alternative futures

which we conceive, both may now be really possible; and the one become impossible only at the

very moment when the other excludes it by becoming real itself….

To that view, actualities seem to float in a wider sea of possibilities out of which they are chosen; and,

somewhere, indeterminism says, such possibilities exist, and form a part of truth.

Determinism, on the contrary, says they exist nowhere, and that necessity on the one hand

and impossibility on the other are the sole categories of the real…. There is nothing inchoate,

it says about this universe of ours; all that was or is or shall be actual in it having been from eternity

virtually there.

James 1884
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Complexity Science

Ilya Prigogine (1947) started to form a theory of how evolution occurred

He realised that most systems were open to the

environment; and that fluctuations were key to explaining

emergence and change;

He got the Nobel prize (1976) for this
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Leading to new concepts….

There is more than one possible future

Self organisation

Co-evolution

The tipping point

Cooperation rather than survival of the fittest

emergence and change;

it was these insights that

led to complexity science
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Complex systems:

•Don’t behave randomly but don’t follow a pre-set pattern
•Learn and change – can ‘tip’ into something new
•Are inter-related
•Don’t have identical parts – and the parts can evolve
•Are creative only if there is diversity
•Things happen differently in different parts of the system

The world (and ecologies, organisations, economies) are complex
systems – and behave more like living organisms than
mechanical systems
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•Things happen differently in different parts of the system
•Balance bottom up and top down
•Respond to the environment

So if social and eco systems are complex systems

and we are able to find out how complex systems behave,

we may find out how better to be successful
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Complex system

• A complex system is one where ‘things’ are interconnected by non-linear
forces with ‘feedback’ and is open to the environment

– Even with ‘things’ of the same class, they do not have to be identical
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– Even with ‘things’ of the same class, they do not have to be identical

– And ‘things’ can evolve and change with time, as can the forces between
them

• This is the most general definition of a system you could have
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What complexity science implies….

• Systemic/relational/collective nature of ‘things’

• Interplay between ‘scientific laws’ and
history/events

• Particularity; the vital role of
fluctuations/luck/noise/diversity; contextuality

• The future is unknowable in principle

Evolution starts locally and in a collective fashion;
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• The future is co-created

• There are times which are relatively
predictable and times of ‘tipping’

• New forms can emerge, which are radically
different from what was before – diversity is
necessary for evolution

• Multi-layered – individual, organisation,
environment, culture, history all inter-relate
and affect each other

Evolution starts locally and in a collective fashion;

variation leads to self-organised forms;

selection determines what survives.

Global inputs are experienced as just one factor…

strategy in a complex world



Self organisation

• For a system operating in a stable environment, certain processes and characteristics
mutually reinforce and others die, ultimately resulting in patterns of characteristics
which are dynamically stable

• What patterns emerge is a function of history, timing, fluctuations
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• What patterns emerge is a function of history, timing, fluctuations

• This results in certain niches existing; the niches are attractor basins in state space
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Organisation

• The idea of self organisation needs some careful thought:

– adaptability is enhanced through diversity and allowing for interconnectivity

– what form a system settles in is a function of past history, order of events, chance,
intentions, external inputs, context and leadership

– systems may (and often do) settle into forms which are dynamically stable; indeed
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– systems may (and often do) settle into forms which are dynamically stable; indeed
they may ‘lock in’ (ie be hard to budge); whether such forms are optimally suited
to purpose is not guaranteed – the environment will eventually select but this may
take some time

– creating and reviewing intentions certainly helps in getting something fit for
purpose

– ‘leadership’ needs constantly to review the emerging shape/culture/blind
spots/strengths and tweak accordingly
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The worldview from complexity science

is quite similar to our ‘natural’ worldview derived
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from contemplating our life’s journey

So our own experience of life, the ideas inherent inancient cosmologies,

evolution and complexity thinking all lead in the same direction…..
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So, what does this mean for strategy?
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Modern science is clear that the world cannot be thought of
as a machine.

Modern science suggests that the world and human systems and economies
and organisations are types of ‘complex systems’.
The world and things in it behave like living organisms not like machines

The world is a complex system – an organism

14/01/2009 strategy in a complex world
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So, why does it matter?

In a world that is increasingly fast-changing,

things often do not go to plan, people and situations are individualistic, many
things impact on each other, change can happen radically and rapidly
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things impact on each other, change can happen radically and rapidly

Thinking you can control

things when you

can’t is dangerous!

There can be unintended

consequences!
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• What it does NOT mean is that everything is random and chaotic and
we should just give up and see what happens
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we should just give up and see what happens

• The solution is neither laissez-faire nor strict control….
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An overview of the whole field of strategy
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The Schools of Strategy (developed from The
Strategy Safari – Mintzberg, 1998)

• Design seek a fit between internal capabilities

and external possibilities, through analysis

• Planning plan the objectives, and budgets of all

parts of the organisation in a cascade

• Entrepreneurial develop the vision of the leader, based on

a search for new opportunities

• Learning develop strategies through
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• Learning develop strategies through

experimentation

• Power network; develop strategy through

negotiation amongst stakeholders

• Capability-based build a strategy around resources

and capabilities

• Environmental adapt to the environment



• What are the premises underlying each school?
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ie - what are we assuming about reality, about the way the world
works, about what is really important, in using the methods of each
school?



Premises underlying choice of strategy development
methods

instabilitycertainty

control adaptability
experiment
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stability uncertainty

control
(organisation-led)

adaptability
(environment-led)

experiment



The Complexity Matrix – a view of the relevant strategies given the
characteristics of the environment and our knowledge of it

uncover;

extend,
localise,
new niches

unknown

degree of

go wild;

experiment;
see what happens;
adapt and learn
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exploit; flex

fashion
substitution

stable unstable

degree of stability – in environment

known

degree of

knowledge –
of environment
and internal
resources

© J G Boulton 2002
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The complexity matrix and strategy

• In uncover the process is to discover niches
that you were not aware of, but that already,
in principle, exist - eg red kettles if blue
kettles sell, trading in Senegal if successful in
Mali

• In exploit, success is to find strategies to
succeed within a particular niche or niches
already well know to you; this is where
‘mechanical thinking’ is appropriate

• Flex is appropriate when the environment
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• Flex is appropriate when the environment
changes, but only in the sense of fluctuating –
eg fashion, substitution

• Go wild; the final quadrant defines the arena
of co-evolving, radical change where state
space itself changes and the environment itself
self-organises; this is the region where prior
knowledge and experience does not
necessarily hold, where new markets are
created not discovered – where judgement,
experimentation, foresighting, adapting come
to the fore
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Examples of radical change

• Text messaging

Texting

End of apartheid
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• Text messaging

• Honda bikes

• Hewlett Packard mini-disc

• Illy coffee

• Hush puppies

Berlin wall

End of apartheid
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Unpredictability?

‘I think there is a world market for maybe five
computers’

Thomas Watson, Chairman of IBM, 1943

‘There is no reason anyone would want a
computer in their home’

Ken Olsen, President, Chairman and Founder of
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Ken Olsen, President, Chairman and Founder of
DEC, 1977

‘640K of memory ought to be enough for anyone’

Bill Gates, 1981
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Complexity theory suggests we should:

– Develop a portfolio – today’s cash cow may die; too streamlined limits adaptability

– Develop a contingent approach taking into account the degree of uncertainty and
instability (as shown in the complexity matrix)

– Balance pro-active with reactive

– Be prepared to pilot, experiment and build on successes

– Review regularly and be prepared to modify/give up if success looks unlikely

– Keep scanning, fore-sighting and looking for signs of instability

– Not separate strategy design and implementation

– Focus on developing shared intentions, principles, over-arching goals and leave the
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– Focus on developing shared intentions, principles, over-arching goals and leave the
details to local groups; globalised principles, localised interpretation

– Be very careful about what you choose to review/measure – measurement drives
behaviour

– Tipping points; the external environment may change rapidly and radically; use
scenario planning and identify the risks of not doing something; identify indicators
of change

– Involvement and participation, find what works and replicate; strategy
development by wandering about



So, what should we do differently?

Focus on intentions

Scan Take a
portfolio
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portfolio
approach

Implement
strategy but

review and be
prepared to

change
Create a flexible,
interconnected,

diverse organisation

Participation, feedback,

work within principles not rules,

use measurement sparingly,

allow local variation
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Extra slides
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The affects of making assumptions - P Allen’s slides

• Consider policemen attempting to
improve their “performance”

– Initially they just patrol
randomly and stop and search
people involved in suspicious
behaviour

– But how can we get better
value for money?

Beliefs -
More Criminal Types

Experiences
Result from actions

+
Action

Beliefs -
More Criminal Types

Experiences
Result from actions

+
Action
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value for money?

• By formulating and acting on
“theories” of who to target – we
can avoid waste by focusing effort
on the most likely sources of crime

• Policemen must therefore make a
“conjecture” – and act on it

ACTIONS
Crime figures generated

“Reality” is the FACTS
And Evidence generated

+
ACTIONS

Crime figures generated

“Reality” is the FACTS
And Evidence generated

+
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“Performance” measures are relaxed:

W eighting of Past 6
Noise 0,1
Target Pressure 1
Response of not targeting 0,1

Now we can check out how this works…..
Let us look at the EXCEL program -

Low Targeting

The Policeman's Opinion

0.6

0.8

1
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Pink and Blue people are
Equally suspect!
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But under “performance pressure” -

W eighting of Past 7
Noise 0.1
Target Pressure 7
Response of not targeting 0.2

Policemen must “theorize” and target…..
With random probability one population is revealed as criminal!!!!!

Targeting
parameter

The Policeman's Opinion

0.8

1
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